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PBSâ€™s animated hit show Wild Kratts follows the adventures of zoologists Chris and Martin Kratt

as they travel to animal habitats around the globe. Along the way, they encounter incredible

creatures while combining science education with fun. Boys and girls ages 4 to 6 will love this Step

2 Step into Reading leveled reader as they activate their Creature Power Suits to go hunting with

the worldâ€™s most amazing predators, such as sharks, lions, and crocodiles! Step 2 Readers use

basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories. For children who recognize familiar

words and can sound out new words with help.
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My nephew loves Wild Kratts and now that he is working on reading. He nephew is 7 and just

started 1st grade so he just starting to read books on his own. The book is a little above his current

reading level but I like that he has something to work towards while reading these books. It has a

good amount of words he can read on his own with several that he has to sound out and work on

figuring out what the word is.

My kids love, love, love Wild Kratts! This was a great book to encourage my emerging reader. I was



VERY disappointed in the binding of this book though. On the first day two pages fell out and had to

be taped back in. Subsequent pages have continued to fall out and I have had to tape them in,

resulting in a very lumpy, uneven book.

My 6 year-old son isn't crazy about sitting down to read, but he loves Wild Crats, and he loves these

books! Even my 2 younger daughters come to listen when he reads these. They are full of good

factual information and are entertaining as well. I hope they make more!

love this book and others by Wild Kratts. very very clever concept to use "creature powers." It's

brilliant and so educational. The animals are not just your average zoo animal: They really teach the

entire family about animals and their unique differences.

Gift for my nephew. Perfect for a kid who loves the Wild Kratts!

Grandson loves wild kratts so Christmas morn he was very happy with this book

My son loves it!

A great kids book. My three, have read it over and over again! and Still love it!Face it, its the Wild

Kratts brothers on another adventure! You get to learn fun animal facts while you are having fun

reading! You cant go wrong with that!
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